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REFLECTIONSONTHEROLEOFR, ,EDIATORSANDARBITRATORS

CANAGOODMEDIATORALSOBEAGOODARBITRATOR?

PHILIPEVANSANDGABRl^LMOENS

11NTRODUCTiON

On I January 2008, a National Mediator Accreditation System (NMAS) came into
operation in Australia, ''' Mediators can now apply to be accredited by a
Recognised Mediation Accreditation Body (RMAB) which will assess applicants
under uniform Practice and Approval Standards in relation to mediator competence,
including education, training, experience and insurance, as wellas a commitment to
.. (2)continuing training.

However, NMAS does not apply to international commercial mediations. It is for
this reason that Australia's pre-eminent international arbitration centre, the
Australian Centre for International Commercial Arbitration (ACICA), need not be
accredited as an 1</11AB. Indeed, in accordance with its recently adopted Mediation
Rules, ACICA is only involved in international commercial mediation.
Nevertheless, ACICA is considering a number of recommendations prepared by its
Director for Arbitration, with respect to the development of a Mediation Panel. The
recommendations deal, among other things, with accreditation standards for
mediators and the training required for accreditation of aspiring mediators. These
recommendations generated a number of interesting and controversial comments.
For example, a reputable arbitrator stated:"I believe that the mediator accreditation
system is generally speaking nonsense and simply an excuse for varlous
organisations to make money by training mediators, " Importantly, he added: "I
know that my views will be regarded by many as heretical if not outrageous, but I
imagine that a number of others can confimn that they have experienced quite

o
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Philip Evans is Adjunct Professor of Law, Murdoch University. Gabriel Moens is Dean
and Professor of Law, Murdoch University
NMAS is described on the website of the National Alternative Dispute Resolution
Advisory Council usADRAC) as "an industry based scheme which relies on voluntary
compliance by mediator organisations that agree to accredit mediators in accordance with
therequisitestandards. "(!^L:!u accessed on Sunday, 5 April2009).
Hong Kong is considering the introduction of an accreditation system similar to the
Australian system.
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hopeless accredited mediators, while there are others without accreditations that are
very helpful to parties seeking to resolve disputes. ""

This view, supported by many commentators, suggests that any technical mediation
training could only have a limited impact on a mediator's performance and that a
person without appropriate personal qualities is unlikely to be a good mediator.
These qualities presumably include, but are not limited to, an ability to facilitate a
discussion between the parties that leads to an amicable resolution of the dispute. In
contrast, it is generally accepted that specialised training and knowledge about
arbitration law as well as relevant arbitration experience and practice are essential to
becoming a good arbitratorwho is able to render abinding and enforceable award.

Although it is theoretically possible for a good mediator to also be a good arbitrator,
the question should be asked whether it is appropriate to perfonn both roles in the
same dispute or even to act as a mediator in some disputes and as an arbitrator in
other cases. In answering this question, we will argue that mediators calmot
realistically respect the rules of natural justice when seeking a settlement by
mediation (or conciliation) because these rules are largely incompatible with the
efficient conduct of mediation. In contrast, arbitrators are expected to rigidly adhere
to these rules because their breach would invariably resultin the setting aside of the
atbitral award. Section 42(I)(a) of the Un;ibrm Commercial firbttr@!ion riot 1985
(the Act) provides the Supreme Court with the power to set aside an award where
there has been misconduct on the part of the arbitrator. Section 4 of the Actincludes
a breach of the rules of natural justice in the definition of misconduct.

In the development of this argument, this paper provides examples of domestic
legislation which indicate that, at law, there are no obvious impediments to a person
perfonning the dual role of mediator and arbitrator in the same dispute. Next, the
effect of requirements of natural justice in arbitration and mediation bearings will
be considered. This will be followed by a discussion of two cases which illustrate
the dangers involved in dispute resolution professionals providing mediation and
arbitration services. Finally, it will be argued that the clearly distinct roles of
mediators and arbitrators, as reflected in their attitudes to rules of natural justice,
mintate against a combination of these roles.

H THELEGALSITUATION

266 MqJBL
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Section 270) of the Unitbnn Australian Commercial Arbi!rano, I Act 1985
stipulates, in part, that (i) parties to an arbitration agreement "may seek settlement
of a dispute between them by mediation, conciliation ''' or similar means" and (ii)
may authorise an arbitrator to act as a mediator or conciliator "whether before or

.

3
Personal communication. Contained in an email message of 4 February 2009 sent to
Professor GabTiel Moens and ACTCA Members.

It has been suggested that under the Commercial xirbi!ration rid, there is no difference
between 'mediation' and 'conciliation'. See Sir Laurence Street "Commercial Mediator"

(1993) 12(I) Theftbi, rotor 7,
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after proceeding to arbitration, and whether or not continuing with the arbitration".
In addition, if an arbitrator acts as a mediator and the mediation fails to produce a
settlement of the dispute acceptable to the parties, "no objection shall be taken to
the conduct by the arbitrator ... of the subsequent arbitration proceedings solely on
the ground that the arbitrator" had previously acted as a mediator in the dispute. "'
This section of the Act recognises that, although the arbitrator is pennitted to
conduct atbitral proceedings under the agreement "in such manner as the arbitrator
.,. thinks fit' ''', the parties may request a more expeditious or alternative
settlement procedure, unless the arbitration agreement states otherwise.
Consequently section 27 of the Act provides a legitimate alternative to achieve a
resolution to the dispute.

Reflections on the Role of Mediators andrtrbitr@10rs

Similarly, in Singapore, s 62(3) of the Arb^tratio, , Act(Cap. 10) states that, "Where
an arbitration agreement provides for the appointment of a mediator and further
provides that the person so appointed shall act as an arbitrator in the event of the
mediation proceedings failing to produce a settlement acceptable to the parties - (a)
no objection shall be taken to the appointtnent of such person as an arbitrator, or to
this conduct of the arbitral proceedings solely on the ground that he had acted
previously as a mediator in connection with some or all of the matters referred to
arbitration. " This provision is based on s 16 of the Singaporean International
Arbitration AC!(CAP 143A, 2002 ed) butthe corresponding reference in that Actis
to a 'conciliator'. However, s 16(5) indicates that "any reference to 'conciliator'
shall include a reference to any person who acts a mediator. "

In addition, the Arbttr@tio" Act(Cap. 10) stipulates in s 63 that, "If all parties to any
arbitral proceedings consent in writing ... an arbitrator may act as a mediator. " It
also states that "No objection shall be taken to the conduct of arbitration
proceedings by a person solely on the ground that that person had acted previously
as a mediator in accordance with this section. " In accordance with s 63(3) the
mediator-turned-arbitrator must nevertheless be careful to balance disclosure of

confidential infonnation, obtained during the mediation, with materiality in the
arbitration proceedings.

o
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The Hong Kong Arbitr@tio" Ordinance, Section 2B similarly stipulates that an
arbitrator may act as a conciliator, provided all parties to the reference consent in
writing and for so long as no party withdraws in writing his consent. When acting
as a conciliator, an arbitrator may communicate with the parties to the reference
collectively or separately and shall treatinforrnation obtained by him from a party
in confidence. However, if the conciliation fails and it is tenninated, the arbitrator
shall before resuming arbitration proceedings disclose to all other parties to the
reference as much of the infonnation as he considers is material to the arbitration

5

6
Commercial, "hymnonAct 1985, s. 27(2).
Ibid. , Section 14. It should be noted however that in conducting the arbitration in the
manner the arbitrator thinks fit, the arbitrator is still bound by the rules of natural justice.
See 01dyieldK"addrc/, redsPo, Lidv Onit I"restm, "!JPo, Ltd 120001 WASCA225
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proceedings. In addition, no objection shall be taken to the conduct of arbitration
proceedings by an arbitrator solely on the ground that he had acted previously as a
conciliator.

InterestingIy, the Australian, Singaporean and Hong Kong law shares the common
rule that a person calmot be precluded from acting as an arbitrator on the sole
ground of his having previously mediated in the dispute. Of course, these domestic
provisions stillleave it to the parties to the dispute to allow a mediator or conciliator
to act as an arbitrator and, hence, this rule does not constittite a mandatory
provision. As such, it does not answer the question of whether there are any
arguments which mintate against a person embracing this dualrole of mediator and
arbitrator. As is argued later in this paper, the extent to which rules of natural justice
are adhered to by mediators and arbitrators points to the existence of two distinct
professions, in particular, this paper focuses on two rules of natural justice which
arbitrators are expected to respect(and which mediators cannot realistical!y respect)
in order to avoid the appearance of bias or partiality. In addition, this paper also
provides an example of how a combining of the function of mediator and arbitrator
could result in an abuse of the doctfuie of atbitralimmunity. These issues are
illustrated by reference to two recent cases which were decided in California in
2006. However, before discussing these cases, the legal concepts and application of
natural justice in the context of arbitration and mediation proceedings will be
discussed.

268 MqJBL

111 WHAT Is NATURAL JUSTICE?

By way of example, section 4 of the Commercial Arbitration Act 1985 refers to
natural justice in the definition of misconduct. Misconduct includes "corruption,
fraud, partiality, bias and a breach of the rules of natural justice" rather than any
concept of personal or moral minimde on the part of the arbitrator. The tenn
appears to be in effect a tenn of art and one which the inclusive definition of section
4 does not succinctly define. As Brooking I commented in Sign?lard v ,I^?eruay
Constr, ,cttons Pop Ltd ''':"It is rather like an elephant, we know it when we see it.
Ifwe are in doubt we may gain assistance from the books, where we will however,
find no rigid definition of the species".

Natural justice consequently is a terniloosely used, and not alithat wellunderstood,
by arbitrators and mediators. The rationale for the rules of natural justice is to
ensure that procedures used by dispute resolvers are fair and impartial. A breach of
the rules of natural justice in arbitrations will generally lead to the invalidity of that
decision, resinting in the arbitral award being either overrunied or remitted back to
the arbitrator. By comparison the effect of a breach of the rules of namraljustice in
mediation is far from clear, ifin fact even relevant.

.
.

.

7.
[1990] VR 673
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A When do the Rules of Namr@!JusticeAppty, ?

Clearly the rules will apply where an Act or arbitration agreement includes an
express provision for their application, Some assistance regarding whether the rules
of natural justice need to be applied, in the absence of an express statutory
requirement, can be found in Mason i'sjudgement in the High Court of Australia
in Xioo v West:""'[t]he law has now developed to a point where it may be accepted
that there is a common law duty to act fairly, in the sense of according procedural
fairness [that is, natural justice], in the making of aimiinistrative decisions which
affect rights, interests and legitimate expectations, subject only to the clear
manifestation of contrary statutory intention. " While this statement undoubtedly
relates to administrative decision making generally, it may be inferred that the rules
of natural justice not only apply to arbitral proceedings but also to mediation
hearings where clearly the parties' interests are at stake.

B Whot@re the Rules of Namr, ,!Justice?

Common law courts have developed two rules of natural justice to ensure the
finmess and impartiality of the decision making process. These rules are known as
the hearing rule and the rule against bias, The bias rule is discussed below in this
paper in the case of Glisetnov v Barrns. "' Essentially, the rule requires that not only
should a decision-maker act impartialIy, but that the decision-maker should appear
to be acting impartialIy. Therefore, arbitrators should disqualify themselves if they
have an dell, dimterestin the decision they are charged with making; or where a fair
minded and objective bystander would entertain a "reasonable apprehension" that
the decision-maker wonld not bring an impartial and unprqjudiced mind to the
decision. ' '

Ri^finetio"s on the Role of Medic!o7.3 ondaybitraiors

o
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In the context of commercial arbitrations the hearing rule requires that a person
whose legal rights will be affected by the decision be given an opportunity to be
heard during the arbitration hearing. Alternately, if agreed by the parties* the
arbitration hearing could be dispensed with and the award could be rendered by the
arbitratorrelying on documents tendered by the parties. What exactly is required of
an arbitrator to comply with this rule will vary depending on the provisions of the
relevant arbitration statute or the respective arbitration agreement. For example, the
parties to the arbitration agreement could agree that the arbitrator may detennine
any issue that arises as amiable composite, ,r or ex agueo at bono;that is by general
justice and fairness, rather than according to law. " In this case the strict
requirement to observe the rules relating to natural justice will be relaxed,.

S.
(1985) 159 CLR 550 at 584

" 145 Cal. App. 4th 944, Dec. 15, 2006.
'" The rationale for the 'reasonable apprehension' limb of this rule is explained in R V S"ssex

Justices, ' ex parte MeGarniy [1924] I KB 256 at 259 as follows: 'till is of fundamental
importance that justice should not only be done, but should manifestIy and undoubtedly be
seen to be done. '

'" See section 22(I) of the Undbrm Coinmerciol, chitrotio" der (1985)
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Further, the atbitt'alprocess involves thereception of evidence by way of hearing or
on the documents by the neutral third party who proceeds to hand down a binding
award on the basis of the evidence presented during the proceedings. The decision
is based entirely on the legal rights and obligations of the parties arising from their
contractual relationship. Put simply, it is rights-based unless the parties chose to
have the issues detenniried on the basis of general justice and fairness. The process
involves the strict application of the rules of natural justice.

C Namr@17'11stice grid the conduct of@rbitr@lions

MqJBL

In the conduct of arbitration* the principles regarding the application of natural
justice have been well established. "" They include:

. Never communicate with only oneparty;

. Never hear objections to submissions or arguments unless both parties are
present;

. Never receive a submission, objection or argument without immediately
seeking the response of the other party,

In essence, the arbitration process is rights-based because arbitrators, as decision-
makers, make decisions which are based on the rights of the parties. This is so even
if, at times, arbitrators are also pennitted to make decisions as an amiable
composite"r, hence, on the basis of 'justice' or 'toirness', however defined.
Australian courts have rigidly applied these criteria and have shown a willingness to
overturn arbitrator's awards for what we might describe as minor or teclmical
breaches of the above principles.

(2009) P0! 6

A typical example occurred in the Western Australian case of Shirley 810@?I P^,
Ltd v Mornl Holdings a"" Aire" Constr, ,ctto"s ''''. The parties agreed that the
arbitrator should detennine the issue on the documents without the need for oral

submissions, In his award the arbitrator referred to the expert evidence reports and
made his award predominantly of the basis of this evidence. However, as an aside,
in his reasons for his deterrnination he referred briefly to a technical document
which had not been referred to by either party. The Claimant successfully appealed
against the award on the basis that in referring to the document there had been a
breach of the rules of natural justice by the arbitrator. ""

. , * .

'' For example, see Standen, D. "Ethics and Professional Conduct in the Practice of
Commercial Arbitrations" (1995) 13 (4) Theirbit, @toy 241.
[2000] WASC 99,
See also Gutsii"iano Nor"mees Pty, Lid vMi"islerjbr Works(1995) 16 WAR 87; D" Toilv
Vale (1993) 9 WAR 138.

13
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D Non, Full"stice grid the conductqfmediatio"s

The conduct of mediation involves a process which significantly differs from that of
arbitration. The essential features include:

Refectio"s on the Role of Medialo73 rindArbitrators

. The use of a mediator, that is a neutral third party, who will not only meet
with the parties jointly during the mediation but will also confer with the
Parties privately;

. All understanding by both the mediator and parties that the process is
essentially "interest" based rather than "rights" based as is the case with
arbitrations;

. The mediator assists the parties to achieve a legally enforceable settlement
based on consensus and agreement generally without reference to legal
rights or obligations by the parties.

Comparing the two procedures further, the fundamental premise of arbitration is
based on a process that rigidly adheres to the rules of natural justice and the legal
rights of the parties in the detenmination of who will be the successful party. By
comparison, if the mediator attempted to apply the rules of natural justice in
assisting the parties reach a mutually agreed upon settlement, the process would and
could not work. As the processes are so fundamentally different, they cannot be
amalgamated,

o

.

The following cases illustrate some of the problems arising from situations where
arbitrators have previously acted as a mediator for one of the parties in an earlier
matter and where an arbitrator has attempted to seek a mediated settlement after an
arbitration hearing has commenced.

271

GWSei?toy v Burns '''' dealt with a challenge arising out of an arbitration conducted
under the Cal!forum Arbitration Act (CAA). '''' The material facts were that the
arbitrator had previously served as a volunteer mediator in an unrelated case in
which counsel for the Claimant had acted for a party. The Appellant challenged the
arbitrator's award on the ground that this previous service had not been disclosed by
the arbitrator. This challenge, which was dismissed by the lower court, was
appealed to the California Court of Appeals. The Court was required to address the
threshold questions of what matters an arbitrator is compelled to disclose under the
CAA and whether there were grounds for disqualifying the arbitrator for nori-

IV NATURALJUSTICE: THENEEDTOAVOIDTHEAPPEARANCEOFBIASOR

PARTIALITY

.

''. 145 cal. App, 4'' 944, Dec. 15, 2006. See Samuel Ross L"fuell "Bias Challenges in
International Commercial Arbitration: The Need for a 'Real Danger' Test" PhD thesis,
Murdoch University, 19 September 2008, 184-186.

'" The CAA is comprised ofs 1280 and following of the California Code of Civil Procedure
(CCCP). In GWSei"ov v Bums the claims in the underlying dispute were based on both
contract and tort
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disclosure. The Appellant asserted that the lower court should have vacated the
award because the arbitrator did not disclose his professional relationship with the
Claimant's counsel or his record of service as a dispute resolution neutral. The
Appellant argued that non-disclosure of either fact would cause a reasonable person
to doubtthe arbitrator's impartiality,

The Court of Appeals rejected the Appellant's arguments. It held that the test for
impartiality is objective, and is to be framed as a question of "whether the
relationship would create an impression of bias in the mind of a reasonable person. "
(17) The Court applied a deferential standard in detennining whether the arbitrator
had a duty to disclose the particulars of his record as a mediator and his professional
relationship with Claimant's counsel. "" The Court applied these standards to each
of the Appellant's contentions individually, finding that none were grounds for
annulment of the arbitral award. The Court's decision was based on the fact that the

arbitratorhadnotreceived anyfonn of compensation for his work as amediatorand
that he lacked the pecuniary interest necessary for disqualification. The Court of
Appeals cited Commonwealth Coatings Co, :p. v Continental Casualty Co '''' as
authority for the proposition that "ordinary and insubstantial business dealings do
not necessarily require disclosure, ,.(20)

Mq, inL

The Court decided that the single prior contact (namely the uricompensated
mediation) did not create a 'professional relationship' within the meaning ofs, 1297
of the CM. Therewere no footsthat would cause a reasonable person to entertain a
doubt whether the arbitrator was impartial because (i) the arbitrator had not been
paid for his prior services as a volunteer mediator, (ii) he had no independent
recollection of the mediation proceedings, (in)the mediation had occurred one year
prior to the existing arbitration, and (iv) the mediation was the only previous
contact between the arbitrator and the Claimant's attorney (there was no ongoing
professional relationship).

Galsei"ov v Balms reveals that, although in this case the challenge to the award was
11nsuccessfiil, important issues relating to impartiality and bias are likely to be
raised whenever a mediator, who has mediated a dispute in the past, is
professionalIy acquainted with any of the parties (or their representatives) in
arbitration. This certainly points to the incompatibility of the same person acting as
a mediator and arbitrator.

(2009) y016

. . . .

17

18
GWSei"ov VB"ms. 957.
Ibid.

'" 393 U. S. 145 (1968).
O- GWSei"ov vBums, 957.

.,
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V COMBININGTHEFUNCTIONSOFARBITl{. ATORANDMEDIATOR: THENEEDTO

AVOIDABUSESOFTHEDOCTRINEOFARBITRALIMMUNITY

Morgan Phillips, Inc v 1.1MS/18'71dt. SPMte, L, L. C. '''' also decided by the Canfomian
Court of Appeals is an equally interesting case. Morgan Phillips had contracted with
two suppliers of mattresses and box springs which were expected to be
manufactured in accordance with Morgan Phillips's specifications. JAMS and Bates
agreed to conduct a binding arbitration when it was alleged that the goods were not
in confomnity with these specifications. Bates was specifically infonned that there
was likelihood that Morgan Phillips would be unable to continue in business ifthe
dispute was not settled expeditiously by arbitration. However, when all evidence
had been presented Bates refused to render an award and proposed to continue his
involvement in the dispute as a mediator. The Court stated that "Bates acted with
malice, oppression and specific intent to injure Morgan Phillips" because, in
continuing as a mediator, Bates effectiveIy coerced Morgan Phillips into settling the
dispute. ( I

The claimant had previously argued in the Superior Court of Los Angeles County
that Bates's refusal to render an award violated the arbitration contract, But the

Superior Court had dismissed this argument on the ground that decisions made by
an arbitrator are protected by the doctrine of atbitralimmunity. However, the Court
of Appeals decided that the doctrine of arbitralimmunity does not apply in
circumstances where the arbitrator fails to render an award at all. Indeed, the Court
stated that although "The purpose of arbitralimmunity is to encourage fair and
independent decisionmaking by jinmunizing arbitrators from lawsuits arising from
conduct in their decisionmaking role .,. California common law has recognised a
narrow exception to atbitralimmunity: the immunity does not apply to the
arbitrator's breach of contract by failing to make any decision at all. """ The Court
justified its decision by pointing outthat "The failure to render an arbitration award
is not integral to the arbitration process; it is, rather, a breakdown of that process. "
(24)

Reflections o111heRole of Mediators ondArbitr@!ors

.
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This case aptly alerts us to the dangers of allowing an arbitrator to assume the role
of a mediator at will, thereby violating the arbitrator's obligation to render an
enforceable award. As the Court decided, this violation cannot be cured by reliance
on the doctrine of arbitralimmunity. Commenting on this case, Mitchell
Zimmerman states that, "in any case in which the neutral's role shifts between
mediation and arbitration, the risks of misunderstanding, coercion and challenge
may be reduced ifthe neutral and the parties explicitly define the neutral's intendedC

'' 140 cal. App. 4th 795, June 20, 2006; 44 Cal. Rptr. 3d 782. .
22- Morga" Phillips, Inc. VIAMSE"disp"/e, 798.
''. Id. , 800.801. The Court also criticized JAMS for advertising "to the general public that it

employs arbitrators who make decisions in a timely and cost-effective manner. JAMS fails
10 disclose, however, that its arbitrators 'secretly retain the right' to abandon the arbitration
'for no lawful reason' without rendering an award": at 799.

24 fat. , 801.
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role and put in writing any agreement to change that role. " But even ifthe parties
agree to the role change, "any shift from one role to the other will almost certainly
generate not only power dynamics that are suspect, but also nonttivial ethical
concerns" including perceived coercion and breaches of confidentiality, ' "

The importance of GWSei"ov and Morgan Phillips, Inc. is the assumption,
underlying the reasoning of the Court, that the role of mediators and arbitrators is
distinct and incompatible. The mediator's role, in essence, is to assess the demands
of the parties to the dispute. Ifthe demands of the parties are outrageous, amediator
will communicate that view to the parties. He will ensure that both sides understand
the other side's case. Mediators must say what they think about each party's case
(this might be done in camera or in a plenary session), butthey still communicate
their views to the parties withoutimposing a solution upon them. in a sense, the role
of a mediator is not unlike that of a go-between, or to use an Indian analogy, as a
'bichola' (i. e. a person who fixes marriages between the parties).

In contrast, arbitrators cannot really pertonn the role of a mediator, Indeed, if
arbitrators were to indicate how they feel about a party's case, they could* in most
jurisdictions, be challenged for bias and partiality. This is because there will be an
appearance of ultimate issue prejudginentifthe arbitrator were to say, for example:
"The Claimant has been very reasonable in mediation, and the Respondent rt^jected
numerous good faith offers to settle, etc. ..". This would constitute a violation of the
rules of natural justice. This is wellillustrated in the Australian case of Finda" P^,
Ltd v Unise@! Ply, Ltd ''''. Uniseal wrote to the arbitrator during the course of the
arbitration advising that they were in financial difficulties and would have problems
in paying the arbitrator's fees. The arbitrator replied in part, that he "sincerely
sympathised with Uniseal's position, " This resulted in an application by Findan to
have the arbitratorremoved for a reasonable apprehension of the possibility of bias.

Further, where a party's arguments, positions, personal or financial interests are
revealed to the arbitrator while acting as mediator, the arbitrator when resuming the
arbitration in the event of the mediation failing to resultin settlement, could well be
perceived to have been influenced by, or have some sympathy with, a party's
situation. The arbitrator must really behave like a judge, who may be equally
disliked but is impartial and unbiased, whereas the mediator is deemed to be a
mutual friend of the parties. Hence, it may be concluded that a good mediator
should not really act as an arbitrator, both in sequence or at once.

In Australia, the argument that mediators cannot really adhere to the rules of natural
justice is complicated by s. 27(3) of the Commercial 47bi!rano, ? Act 1985 which
stipulates that, unless the parties otherwise agree in writing "an arbitrator ... is

VI THEDISTINCTROLEOFMEDIATORSANDARBITRATORs

MqmL (2009) 7016
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25

FranciscoLos, "gdesDai!plowr"a1, 27 July 2006.
26. [2003] WASC 168

Mitchell Zimmennan, Beware the Dangers of ATbitmtors Morphing Into Mediators, San

.,.
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bound by the rules of natural justice when seeking a settlement" by mediation or
conciliation. Additionally, s. 27(2) stipulates that, if an arbitrator acts as a mediator
and the mediation fails to produce a settlement of the dispute acceptable to the
parties "no objection shall be taken to the conduct by the arbitrator ... of the
SIIbsequent arbitration proceedings solely on the ground that the arbitrator ... had
previously taken that action in relation to the dispute. " However, this wording does
not imply that the rules of natural justice can be displaced. Natural justice is
inherent in any process which affects one's rights, interests and legitimate
expectations and can only be dispensed with in any legislation if expressly
included. " No express wording, voiding the requirement of natural justice, is
featured in the respective provisions of the Australian Act.

Reflections on the Role of Mediators gridrtrbitr"to75

Also, if one considers the use of the word "solely' in s. 27(2) of the Act, it only
suggests that no objection can be taken if the arbitrator subsequently resumes the
arbitration in the event that the mediation fails. It does not expressly preclude
objection on other grounds such as a breach of the rules of natural justice. ""Ifthis
conclusion is correct, domestic arbitration law should be changed by making it clear
that the roles of the mediator and arbitrator are largely incompatible with each
other. Indeed, ifthe arbitrator does not strictly follow the rules of natural justice the
Tendered award will be subject to appeal, In contrast, if the mediator attempts to
apply the rules of natural justice in mediation his role will be ineffective.

.

The role of the mediator is inconsistent with that of the arbitrator and if"mediation

within arbitration" is to be contemplated, despite the current provisions in the
Australian, Singaporean and Hong Kong Acts, the Acts should be amended to
require different persons to carry out the separate functions. That this has not
happened may be explained by the factthatthe law assumes, perhaps correctly, that
most disputes are amenable to settlement by mediation and that very few disputes
will proceed to litigation or arbitration. This assumption is actually supported by a
recent American survey which suggests that "In just 15 percent of all cases, both
sides better their position at trial - that is, the plaintiff is awarded more than the
defendant offered and the defendant paid less than the plaintiff demanded. In 85
percent of all cases that wentto trial, one or both parties were worse off by rejecting
the last settlement proposal. ,,(29)
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"' See ,inneris v MeCm" (1990) 170 CLR 596, 598
~" See A. Bradbook, Section 27 of the Unifonn Commercial Arbitration Acts - A New

Proposal for Refonn (1990) 9 (3) Theirbitrator 107
'' Susan M. Hammer, Advising Clients on the Value of a Case: Let's Nor Make a Deal,

Oregon Stole BarBulleii", February/March 2009, 46-47.
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Vll CONCLUSION

The argument developed in this paper is that the roles of the mediator and arbitrator
are distinct. While the rules of natural justice*are integral to the arbitration process,
they are largely obstructive and ineffective in the mediation process. Althougli a
good mediator can theoretically be a good arbitrator, the ineffectiveness of the
application of the rules of natural justice in the mediation process indicates that the
roles of mediators and arbitrators are distinct an. d incompatible. Hence, domestic
arbitration statutes should be amended to reflecttliis reality.
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